This paper examines two techniques of manual evaluation that can be used to identify error types of individual machine translation systems. The first technique of "blind post-editing" is being used in WMT evaluation campaigns since 2009 and manually constructed data of this type are available for various language pairs. The second technique of explicit marking of errors has been used in the past as well.
Introduction
The Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation (WMT) 1 is a yearly open competition in machine translation (MT) among a few languages. Regularly, system outputs are manually judged using various techniques with the side-effect of establishing a trustworthy set of manual and automatic metrics (Callison-Burch et al., 2008 . The manual evaluation methods tested so far are rather black-box, allowing to rank systems but revealing little or nothing about the types of errors in state-of-the-art MT.
A ranked list of error types of a system would be an invaluable resource for the developers of the system. In this paper, we use the WMT09 manual evaluation data and our manual evaluation to identify error types in outputs of four English-to-Czech MT systems. Both techniques lead to similar results and we observe expectable but interesting differences in errors the systems make.
Techniques of Manual MT Evaluation
Traditionally, MT output has been manually judged by ranking of sentences in terms of adequacy and fluency. In WMT, the two axes of ranking were joined to a single one in 2008 due to a low inter-annotator agreement (Callison-Burch et al., 2008) . Since 2009, WMT extends the sentence ranking with so-called "blind post-editing". The blind post-editing is performed by two separate persons in a row: the first one (the "editor") gets only the system output and is asked to produce a fluent sentence conveying the same message, the second one (the "judge") gets the edited sentence along with the source and the reference translation to confirm whether it is still an acceptable translation.
While the sentence ranking is hard to use for analysis of errors of individual systems, the blind post-editing provides a better chance. In Section 3, we design a simple technique for searching for MT errors given post-edits and apply it to four systems translating from English to Czech.
To support the observations, we also carry out an additional manual analysis: flagging of errors in MT output, see Section 4. This is a finer variant of post-editing and allows us to identify clear differences between types of MT systems in terms of errors they make. By linking the two types of manual evaluation, we are even able to observe that the systems differ in the possibility to correct particular error types in the blind post-editing task. Errors hard to fix in this setting are the most risky when the system is used by a user who does not understand the source language.
Brief Overview of Systems Examined
In the paper, we consider only a small subset of WMT09 systems. Still, they represent a wide range of technologies:
Google is a commercial statistical MT system trained on unspecified amounts and sources of parallel and monolingual texts. PC Translator is a traditional commercial MT system tuned for years primarily for English-to-Czech translation. TectoMT is an experimental system following the traditional analysis-transfer-synthesis scenario with the transfer implemented at the deep syntactic layer of language representation, based on the theory of Functional Generative Description (Sgall et al., 1986) as implemented in the Prague Dependency Treebank (Hajič et al., 2006) . For the purposes of TectoMT, the tectogrammatical layer was further simplified (Žabokrtský et al., 2008; Bojar et al., 2009 CU-Bojar is an experimental phrase-based system the core of which is the Moses 2 decoder (Koehn et al., 2007) . Considerable effort has been invested in tuning the system for English-to-Czech translation (Bojar et al., 2009) . Table 1 compares these systems on the WMT09 dataset using some of WMT09 evaluation metrics as reported in Callison-Burch et al. (2009) . We see that TectoMT was distinctly worse than the other systems and that the two commercial systems perform better than the research ones. The traditional automatic metrics BLEU and NIST partially fail to predict this.
Exploiting Blind Post-Edits
As outlined above, the "blind post-editing" WMT dataset consists of source sentences, MT system outputs (also called hypotheses), edited outputs (also called edits) and yes/no acceptability judgments. Naturally, there is also the reference translation but its relation to the MT output is rather loose. Most of the relations in the dataset are one-to-many: There are always more MT systems for a single input sentence (each system provides a single best candidate), there are usually several manual edits of a given hypothesis and several judgment of a given edit.
The dataset is blind in several ways: the editor knows only the text of the hypothesis and neither the system, source text nor the reference translation. The annotator does not know the system or the editor either.
The edits are completely unrestricted and not formalized. All we have are two strings: the hypothesis and the edit. Editors are allowed to rewrite the sentence from scratch (but they usually don't have the capacity to do so because they don't know more than what is in the sentence).
Basic Statistics of the Dataset
The dataset consists of 100 source sentences. For the four systems in question, 29 unique editors provided the total of 1198 edits out of which only 708 (59%) contain a new string.
3 Others were left unedited either because they were not comprehensible at all or because they were deemed correct. We are aware of the possible bias in our error analysis caused by ignoring esp. the incomprehensible sentences. The method discussed here is unfortunately not applicable to such cases, however the flagging of errors as described in Section 4 covers all the 100 sentences. In the sequel, we focus solely on the 708 edits.
The 708 edits were judged by 20 annotators, leading to the total of 2762 items (41% of which are marked as acceptable). In the sequel, we fully multiply the dataset so that an input sentence is duplicated as many times as any edit of any of the outputs was judged. This corresponds to micro-averaging all the observations over the dataset.
The average sentence length of a hypothesis is 21.4±9.8 words and the average sentence length of an edit is 20.6±9.3 words.
Generalizing Edits
In order to learn types of errors frequently done by individual MT systems, we need to somehow generalize the actual modifications performed in the edits. We use the following simple procedure:
1. Tokenize and morphologically analyze both the hypothesis and the edit. 2. Find differences between the two sequences of tokens. Various techniques can be applied here, we use the longest common subsequence algorithm (LCS, Hunt and McIlroy (1976) ) as implemented in the Perl module Algorithm::Diff and the Unix diff tool. In future we would like to model block movements in the alignment as e.g. TER (Snover et al., 2009) or CDER (Leusch and Ney, 2008) do. 3. Synchronously traverse the tokens as aligned by the diff algorithm. Each step in the traversal is called a "hunk" and corresponds to an atomic edit. 4. Collect frequencies of seen types of hunks. Figure 1 illustrates a hypothesis and an edit. There are four basic types of hunks, with the total frequencies given in Table 2 : about 40k hunks link two identical tokens (Match) 4 , 7k tokens were deleted from the hypothesis (Delete) and 5k were inserted (Insert). For about 12k tokens the LCS algorithms found sufficient context to mark them as being a substitute for each other (Modify). As we see in Table 2 , individual edits vary a lot in terms of the number of these coarse hunk types. The edits that were approved in the second stage contain somewhat fewer matched tokens but the average sentence length for these edits is also slightly lower: 20.1±9.1. We would like to attribute this to a negative correlation between a hypothesis length and the acceptability of its edits (the percentage of judges who accepted the edit) but the correlation is rather weak: Pearson correlation coefficient of -0.13. 
Interpreting Hunks
As illustrated in Figure 1 , the coarse hunk types do not always correspond to the change performed. The hunk 6 is an excellent example and we can directly derive the change from it. On the other hand, the hunks 12 to 14 are misaligned for our purposes. What actually happened was that the superfluous reflexive particle se got deleted, the lexical value of the verb got changed and the order of the adverb and the verb got swapped. For the purposes of this evaluation, we re-interpret only the Modify hunks handling the reflexive particle as a pair of Insert and Delete hunks. Table 3 indicates how often a specific hunk class occurred in edits of an MT system output. We group hunks to the following classes:
Word matched if the form of the word is left unchanged (regardless a possible change in the automatically produced lemma or morphological tag). Fix capitalization only if the only difference between the word in the edit and the hypothesis is letter case. Fix morphology only if the lemma of word is preserved but there is a change in the word form. Fix lexical choice if the morphological tag is preserved but the lemma changes. We distinguish two subclasses: strict fix requires the exact same morphological tag 5 while loose fix requires only the identity of the part of speech. Insert or delete reflexive particle if the Czech auxiliary particle se or si gets inserted or deleted. The particle is interesting because it is rather important for correct sense discrimination of some verbs but it is often placed at the second position in the sentence, possibly far away from the verb. In statistical MT systems, this particle gets often mis-aligned to some English auxiliary, e.g. is, and is spuriously produced in MT output. Insert or delete words of various parts of speech, e.g. nouns (N) or verbs (V).
As we see in Table 3 , the most frequent fix is related to pure change of morphology. This is a natural results because Czech has a very rich morphology and choosing the correct word form is the hardest part of English-to-Czech MT. In 33.6% of edits that included this type of fix, the second annotator approved the edit as a valid translation. Individual MT systems differ in the frequency this type of fix was applied: CU-Bojar and PC Translator needed a fix of the morphology most often. Google (thanks to its large n-gram language model) performed better in terms of necessary fixes but poorer in terms of acceptability of sentences with such a fix.
The fewest fixes of morphology were needed for TectoMT, a system that generates the target word forms using a deterministic morphological generator.
PC Translator seems to have the worst lexical choice (both strict and loose) followed by TectoMT. We are not surprised to see that CU-Bojar and Google need far fewer fixes of lexical choice as n-gram language models and longer phrases handle at least local lexical coherence well.
The acceptability judgments of edits with the following hunk classes are also noteworthy: fixing morphology in Google output is harder (leads to fewer edits accepted) than fixing lexical choice while quite the opposite holds for CU-Bojar. Again, we tend to attribute the difference to the language model size where it failed to guide CU-Bojar to the correct form and it misled Google to producing sequences output of bad words.
The reflexive particle was superfluously produced by TectoMT most often. Sentences with the superfluous particle were hard to correct (low acceptability rate) for TectoMT, where the sentence structure was probably distorted altogether, and easy to correct for Google, where the se was probably inserted as a mis-translation of an English auxiliary word.
Another frequent type of fixes is the insertion and deletion of nouns and verbs. We assume that a significant portion of these cases are word movements. Finally, we see that pure capitalization fixes are rare.
Flagging of Errors
To complement the manual judgments of WMT09, we carried out an additional manual evaluation of the four systems by marking errors in their output. We used an error classification inspired by Vilar et al. (2006) , see Figure 2 . Note that our annotators do not provide us with the full text of a corrected version of the hypothesis. Given our current experience, we believe that each of the annotators implicitly uses some "target acceptable output" and marks the changes necessary to reach it. Unlike in e.g. HTER (Snover et al., 2009 ), we have not recorded these target acceptable outputs in this exercise. Words appearing in the hypotheses can be marked as wrong for several reasons: they may not be translated despite they should be (untr), they may convey wrong meaning (Bad Word Sense; see below for details), they may be expressed in a bad morphological form (form) or they may be simply superfluous (extra). The annotators can add words that should have been in the hypothesis but they are missing (missC and missA). The set of allowed flags also covers some less important errors like punctuation or various types of word order issues. Short-range flags indicate that swapping a single unit with the next one would fix the problem, long-range flags indicate that the unit should be moved somewhere further away. If the misplaced words form a contiguous sequence ("phrase"), only one flag for the whole sequence should be used.
We used 200 sentences in total and 100 of them were the same sentences as annotated in the blind post-editing task. The annotation was carried out by 18 native Czech speakers to share the workload. Most of the sentences were annotated twice, 14% were annotated three times and 9% only once.
The instruction was to annotate as few errors as necessary to change the hypothesis to an acceptable output. An example of the annotation is given in Figure 3 . in the WMT09 blind post-editing, our annotators had access to the source and the reference. The identity of the MT system was hidden.
Agreement When Flagging Errors
The agreement when flagging tokens is relatively low. Excluding sentences with a single annotation, there were 5905 tokens flagged by at least one annotator. 43.6% of these tokens were flagged by all (two or three) annotators, regardless the number or type of error flags.
We attribute the low agreement to the fact that the annotators often diverge in the target acceptable output as well as in the set of marked corrections that lead to the target output. The agreement also drops if one of the annotators is willing to accept even slightly distorted output or forgets to mark some errors. Table 4 provides the agreement for individual flag types on sentences with exactly two annotations. The highest agreement is achieved when labeling words not translated by the system but it is still surprisingly low. The flag neg was used by some annotators as a refinement of a bad form. We merge it with form annotations in other evaluations but we see that the agreement about negation is reasonable. The very low agreement in case, opl and ops is caused by only few annotators marking errors of this type.
We expected the disam and lex categories to be hard to distinguish. Disambiguation errors mean that the system has "misunderstood" the source word and picked a clearly distinct wrong sense. All other (unexplained) bad lexical choices were marked lex. As we see, the agreement for lex is indeed very low. If we treat lex and disam as a single category, the agreement rises to 39.7%, more than the flag for erroneous word form.
In the following, we use all items that were flagged by any annotator. If a word is marked with the same flag by two annotators, we count it as two items. Table 5 documents an important difference in error types made by individual systems. While CU-Bojar produced the fewest words with a bad sense (587), it missed by far the most content words (199) . This is in line with the high score of the system in terms of NIST or BLEU and lower manual scores (see Table 1 ). Given the underlying technology, it also suggests a certain overfitting in the tuning of the underlying loglinear model, e.g. the penalty for producing a word set too high. On the other end of the scale is PC Translator which had the fewest content words missing (42) but did not score particularly well in terms of lexical choice (800). Google seems to choose a good balance (72 missed content words, 670 wrong lexical choices).
Error Types by Individual MT Systems
We also see that systems with n-gram LMs perform better for some less serious phenomena like local word order (ows) and punctuation (punct).
Finally note that the overall number of errors or serious errors marked by humans does not correlate with other manual evaluations ( Table 1 ). The number of errors marked in PC Translator's output, the best ranked system, was higher than e.g. Google. Admittedly, the set of flagged sentences is not the same but still it comes from exactly the same test set of WMT09 and covers the blind post-editing subset. This again indicates, how difficult the evaluation of MT is even for humans. Table 6 indicates which errors of a particular system are easy to fix in blind postediting and which are particularly hard. The higher the number, the easier to fix errors of that kind. We obtained the scores as the difference in error distributions in top and bottom 25% of sentences when sorted by the average acceptability of post-edits of the sentence. 7 For instance, 30.30% of errors made by Google in 25% most easily post-editable sentences were errors in form. The percentage of errors in form rises to 32.90% if we look at 25% sentences that were hardest to post-edit. Table 6 shows the difference of these figures, indicating that errors in form by Google are relatively hard to fix (-2.60) in blind post-editing.
Errors Easy and Hard to Fix in Blind Post-Editing
This kind of evaluation confirms our expectations about similarities and differences of the examined MT systems and it is in accordance with the post-edits alone, see Section 3.3: lexical choice is a problem hard to fix for every system. Although the "lex" category is very similar to "disam", they were probably easy to distinguish in the output of TectoMT: we know that TectoMT's dictionary is not clean and often
System
Easy to Fix Hard to Fix CU-Bojar form (11.0), tok (3.3), punct (2.9) disam (-4.0), extra (-4.9), lex (-5.8) TectoMT missA (4.4), disam (4.2), ows (2.2) untr (-1.6), missC (-2.3), lex (-7.3) Google missA (6.6), punct (6.1), ows (3.5) form (-2.6), missC (-2.9), lex (-8.3) PC Translator ows (7.3), punct (5.3), missA (2.1) disam (-2.7), extra (-7.7), lex (-7.9) suggests a rather weird lexical choice, no language model is applied to disambiguate better. This is confirmed in our table: such clear disambiguation flaws were easy to fix even without access to the source sentence because most post-editors speak English and could guess what the original word was.
The interesting difference between Google and CU-Bojar, both using phrase-based translation and n-gram language model, mentioned in Section 3.3 is more pronounced here. While errors in form in CU-Bojar's output are easy to fix (11.0), they are rather hard to fix in Google's output (-2.6). We attribute the difference to the strength of Google's language model: errors in form include errors in negation and the overall more or less fluent output can easily mislead post-editors. CU-Bojar uses a smaller language model and the errors in form probably cause output more incoherent than deceiving. Similarly, errors in form are not among the most serious problems in PC Translator output. While other systems confuse post-editors by missing content words (missC), PC Translator tends to confuse them by additional words (extra).
Conclusion
This paper attempted to reveal and quantify differences between error types various MT systems make when translating from English to Czech. The first dataset used consisted of the WMT09 blind post-edits. To complement this type of evaluation, we manually marked errors in the same set of system outputs.
Both types of manual evaluation can be used to reveal more about individual MT systems. While the reproducibility of each of the evaluations is relatively low (annotators diverge in errors they mark or post-edit), the overall picture provided by both evaluation types is rather similar: Statistical systems were somewhat better in lexical choice (probably thanks to the language model) while the fewest morphological errors can be achieved either by a large language model or a deterministic morphological generator. The drawback of a powerful language model is the risk of misleading: a fluent output is not a good translation of the source text.
We have suggested a method for detailed analysis of blind post-editing data. Given the availability of this manually created resource for various language pairs at WMT evaluation campaigns, we hope researchers will be able to focus on most serious errors of their specific MT systems.
